A Numerical Study of Penetration in Concrete Targets by Eroding Projectiles of Different Materials
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ABSTRACT

Numerical simulations have been performed to examine the effect of three different eroding rod materials on the penetration in concrete targets. Same kinetic energy is delivered to concrete target using cylindrical rods of Aluminium, Iron, and Copper of identical size. Impact velocities have been varied to keep the kinetic energy the same. Penetration characteristics like centerline interface velocity, penetrator deceleration, plastic strain in the target, and energy partitioning during penetration have been studied for the three different penetrator materials. In all three cases, penetration proceeds nearly hydrodynamically. It is seen that even though the steady-state penetration ceases before reaching the hydrodynamic limit, the secondary penetration takes the total penetration beyond the hydrodynamic value. Plastic strain in the target material is a measure of damage beyond the crater produced by penetration. The lateral extent of plastic strain in target is more for Aluminium penetrator compared to the other two. Energy partitioning during penetration provides details of the rate at which energy is entering into the target. Kinetic energy delivered to the target during impact is partitioned into internal energy and kinetic energy of the target. Finally, the influence of target thickness on the extent of plastic strain has been studied. The result shows that Aluminium penetrators inflict maximum damage to targets of finite thickness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Concrete is widely used construction material for civil and protection structures. Owing to its customizable mechanical properties and cost-effectiveness, concrete has become the effective choice for the construction of bunkers and field fortifications. The defeat of a concrete target is generally brought about by kinetic energy projectiles. However, low-velocity missiles and projectiles that cannot penetrate hard concrete targets may employ follow-through warheads in which a precursor shaped charge warhead weakens the target. In such situations, a large crater in concrete target by precursor shaped charge warhead is desirable for enabling the entry of the following projectile containing a sufficient quantity of explosive to neutralise the target. The shaped charge warhead produces a hypervelocity jet by the collapse of a metallic liner under explosive action. The jet must produce maximum damage in the target for the follow-through penetrator to pass through.

Numerous researchers have studied penetration into concrete targets by hypervelocity jets that erode during the penetration process. These studies are mostly on the local damage characteristics like depth of penetration and crater diameter. Kalia has reported on various liner materials and their metallurgical aspects that give deeper penetration into granite. Held correlated penetration of shaped charge jet into
sand and concrete with hydrodynamic theory. He observed that penetration depths by shaped charge jets into concrete are approximately 2.7 times that in steel targets and that low-velocity portions of the jets were also useful in penetrating the concrete. Held carried out these studies using Copper liners. Fundamental theories of hydrodynamic penetration state that the higher the density of the jet, the deeper is the penetration with a smaller borehole diameter. Murphy and Kuklo\(^3\) investigated several relations that correlate concrete target damage to the shaped charge warhead and target configuration. They observed that the borehole diameter from the Aluminium jet is larger than that from Copper jets. Gold\(^5\), et al. investigated the penetration characteristics of Copper and Tantalum eroding projectiles in concrete as a function of impact velocity and concrete reinforcement. Impact velocities of projectiles were 1.5 – 1.9 km/s. Murphy\(^6\) has presented a unified approach of modelling shaped charge jet formation and concrete target penetration using analytical models. Nia\(^6\), et al. confirmed the hydrodynamic model of penetration in semi-infinite concrete targets by eroding rod penetrators. He observed that the effect of heterogeneity in concrete is reduced by the increase of impact velocity beyond the hydrodynamic regime. The hydrodynamic theory provides a very good approximation to the depth of concrete penetration by eroding projectiles; however, it does not capture the extent of peripheral damage or loss of tensile strength of bulk target material beyond the crater formed by the projectile.

Islam\(^7\), et al., have presented a numerical analysis of high-velocity penetration of ogive-nosed steel projectiles into concrete targets at impact velocities around 1200m/s. The authors were able to capture the failure patterns i.e., the entry side crater and exit side spall failure, observed in actual experiments. Nystrom and Gylltoft\(^8\) used numerical hydrocode Autodyn\(^\text{TM}\) to extensively study the influence of reinforcement on crater formation and crack propagation beyond the crater. These numerical studies were carried out for impact velocities of 485m/s and 650m/s. Lu\(^9\), et al. reported the mechanism for front face crater formation due to projectile impact. The damage is a combined effect of compression and tensile failure of the material. Kong\(^10\), et al. presented a modified Alekseevskii-Tate model combining one-dimensional target resistance to predict the depth of penetration by eroding projectiles. Recent studies by Zhu\(^11\), et al., bring out the depth of penetration and radial cavity growth caused by shaped charge jet penetration in ultra-high-strength concrete.

Penetration of concrete targets by eroding penetrators has been studied by many researchers as given above. However, there is not much work published on the effect of the penetrator erosion rate, the target-penetrator interface velocity and the impact energy partitioning on the crater characteristics, when different penetrator materials are employed against concrete target. These parameters are important for the selection of penetrator material for inflicting maximum damage to concrete targets. Hence the objective of this paper is to numerically study the influence of eroding penetrator material on the penetration characteristics and the damage inflicted to concrete targets beyond the crater formed by the penetrator. Penetration crater volume in the target depends upon the energy imparted to the target by the projectile. The kinetic energy imparted to the target by the projectile is partitioned into internal energy and kinetic energy of the target. Hypervelocity projectiles deposit energy into the target while eroding hydrodynamically. The rate of erosion of the projectile depends on the impact velocity and its material. Erosion of projectiles strongly influences the crater characteristics. This paper is also aimed at studying the effect of target thickness on the lateral extent of its damage. The erosion rate of impacting projectiles in combination with target thickness, whether finite or infinite, determines the amount of energy deposited in the target. If the projectile is not fully eroded by the time when the target is perforated, much of the energy will be carried away by the residual projectile thereby depositing lesser energy in the target. This fact is important for choosing the right projectile material for defeating finite concrete targets.

2. METHODOLOGY

Tate and Alekseevskii have modified the Bernoulli equation to include the strength terms for modelling long-rod penetration in semi-infinite targets\(^12\). Accordingly, the pressure at the interface of the projectile and the target is given as:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \rho_p (v-u)^2 + Y_p = \frac{1}{2} \rho_t (u)^2 + R
\]

where \(R\) approaches \(Y_p\), the hydrodynamic limit of penetration is reached. The normalised penetration at the hydrodynamic limit is, \(S_h = \left( \frac{\rho_p}{\rho_t} \right)^\frac{1}{2} \). Figure 1 provides a schematic of the projectile and target impact scenario.

Numerical simulations have been carried out to study the penetration characteristics in concrete using penetrators made of three different materials, viz, Iron-ARMCO, Copper-OFC, and Aluminium-6061 impacting at hyper velocities. 2D axisymmetric analysis was performed. Penetrator and target are modelled as cylindrical rods. In all the cases, the same amount of kinetic energy was imparted to the target to study the penetration characteristics. Length and diameter of penetrator have been kept the same and velocity has been varied to achieve the same value of kinetic energy. A detailed test matrix is given in Table 1. The diameter of the target

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of eroding rod penetration\(^13\).](image-url)
is sufficiently large so that the effect of reflected shocks from the free boundary on the penetration process is negligible. The velocity of the penetrator-target interface, \( u \), during the penetration process is observed in each case. This indicates the hydrodynamic nature of penetration. The tail velocity of the penetrator is plotted to see projectile deceleration during penetration. Plastic strain contours around the crater are a measure of damage in the concrete target. The extent of plastic strain contour for different penetrator materials is plotted as they deposit the same amount of energy in the target. When the penetrator impacts the target, the kinetic energy of the penetrator is converted into kinetic energy and internal energy of the target. Plots of energy partitioning explain the rate of energy delivery into the target by the projectile and distribution and dissipation of energy within the target.

3. NUMERICAL MODEL

The 2-D eulerian wave propagation code Autodyne-2D™ was used to perform the numerical experiments. Penetrator and target were considered axisymmetric.

A benchmarking was carried out to confirm the meshing effectiveness by validating the experimental study carried out by Dawson. Tungsten alloy penetrators of length 94.6 mm and diameter 6.25 mm were impacted on plain cement concrete target at a velocity of 2.26 km/s. Experimental results like penetration depth, crater diameter and residual velocity of target were simulated to less than 5% error from reported experimental values et al.. Accordingly, square zoning with a constant cell dimension of 0.5mm was used for the calculations.

Constitutive response of the projectile materials was represented by the Johnson-Cook (J-C) model for Iron whereas Copper and Aluminium have been represented by Steinberg-Guinan (S-G) model. The applicability of the S-G model for Aluminium and Copper has been confirmed by Peng, et al., under temperature and shock pressures. However, the Taylor impact study by Banerjee has revealed that the S-G model fails in the case of steel for high impact velocities. J-C model, though not very accurate at high temperatures, captures rate dependent effects quite well. Compressibility effects can be neglected as the density of target and penetrator do not change during the penetration process.

### Table 1. Test Matrix for simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penetrator material</th>
<th>Diameter, (mm)</th>
<th>Length, (mm)</th>
<th>Density, (g/cc)</th>
<th>Mass, (g)</th>
<th>Velocity, (m/s)</th>
<th>Kinetic Energy, (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>84.823</td>
<td>3000.0</td>
<td>381703.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>247.872</td>
<td>1755.0</td>
<td>381725.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>280.544</td>
<td>1649.6</td>
<td>381705.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. S-G constitutive constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penetrator material</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( Y_s ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( G_s ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( Y' ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C_r ) (GPa/K)</th>
<th>( \eta )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>S-G</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>S-G</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. J-C constitutive constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penetrator material</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( A ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( B ) (GPa)</th>
<th>( C )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( T_e ) (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>J-C</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 2 and 3 provide the constitutive parameters for the three penetrator materials considered for this study.

Johnson-Cook model

\[
\sigma_{eq} = \left[ A + B \varepsilon_p^\eta \right] \left[ 1 + C \ln \left( \frac{\varepsilon_p}{\varepsilon_0} \right) \right] (1 - 0^n)
\]

(2)

Steinberg – Guinan model

\[
\sigma_{eq} = Y_o \left[ 1 + B \varepsilon_p^\eta \right] \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{\varepsilon_p}{Y_o} \right)^{1/\eta} \right] + G_c \left( T - 300 \right)
\]

(3)

Micro cracking experienced by concrete during the dynamic loading process leads to a reduction in strength and stiffness. These hypotheses are considered in the RHT constitutive model of concrete. The model parameters for concrete having 35MPa compressive strength are presented in Table 4.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Phases of Penetration and Penetration Velocity

Penetration occurs during the steady-state is called the primary phase and the remaining penetration is known as secondary penetration. The penetration velocities, \( u \), for the

### Table 4. Values and parameters for RHT Concrete model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference density, g/cm³</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>A1 (kPa)</td>
<td>3.527E+7</td>
<td>Specific heat, (J/kgK)</td>
<td>6.54E+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porous density, g/cm³</td>
<td>2.314</td>
<td>A2 (kPa)</td>
<td>3.958E+7</td>
<td>Shear Modulus, (kPa)</td>
<td>1.67E+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{pore} ), m/s</td>
<td>2920</td>
<td>A3 (kPa)</td>
<td>9.040E+7</td>
<td>Compressive Strength, ( f_c ) (kPa)</td>
<td>3.5E+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid EOS</td>
<td>Polynomal</td>
<td>B0 (kPa)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>( f/f_r )</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compaction curve</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>B1 (kPa)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>( f/f_r )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial compaction pressure, kPa</td>
<td>2.33E+4</td>
<td>T1 (kPa)</td>
<td>3.527E+7</td>
<td>( A_{pol} )</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid compaction pressure, kPa</td>
<td>6.0E+6</td>
<td>T2 (kPa)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( N_{pol} )</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compaction exponent</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>( T_{ref} ) (K)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Tensile failure model</td>
<td>Hydro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
different combinations of target and penetrator show that the penetration progresses close to hydrodynamic velocity but slightly below the hydrodynamic limit. They are plotted in Fig. 2. It is due to the strength effects the penetration velocity drops below the hydrodynamic limit as given by equation 1. It can also be seen that steady-state penetration is completed even before the hydrodynamic penetration limit is reached. The secondary penetration governed by the inertial effects set the target in motion after the penetrator is completely eroded. This secondary penetration allows the penetration to continue beyond hydrodynamic limits. A closer examination of the plots reveals that the Aluminium penetrator has a steady penetration velocity throughout its penetration in concrete. The proportion of secondary penetration is maximum when the target is penetrated with an Aluminium penetrator as compared to the other two materials. This is because the Aluminium penetrator sets the target into motion with higher velocities even after the steady-state penetration is completed owing to its higher impact velocities. The motion of target material by the projectile penetration results in plastic strain and loss of strength of the target. Hence for the same input energy, an Aluminium penetrator would cause more lateral damage in concrete as compared to copper or iron penetrators.

4.2 Penetrator Deceleration

Multiple reflections of elastic waves occur between the tail end of the penetrator and the target/penetrator interface during the penetration process. These decelerations cause the penetrator to decelerate. Figure 3 depicts the variation of tail velocities to penetration time. Iron shows larger deceleration when penetrating concrete as more elastic reverberations are possible owing to its lower velocities as compared to the Aluminium penetrator. Moreover, strength effects are more predominant in the case of the Iron penetrator and a steady state of penetration is completed in the early stages of penetration itself. Aluminium and Copper penetrators have a nearly steady tail velocity indicating a steady penetration process.

4.3 Plastic Strain Contour

Contours of equivalent plastic strain are shown in Fig. 4 for the three cases studied. These figures are plotted when the penetrator has completely eroded. The impact craters are approximately cylindrical. Plastic strain contours provide a measure of the extent of damage in the concrete target. As seen from these plots, the lateral extent of plastic strain in concrete is more in the case of an Aluminium penetrator. The interface pressure during the penetration process reveals that though the magnitude of pressure is higher for Aluminium, the duration of the same is much less as the penetration process is quickly completed due to faster erosion of the Aluminium penetrator. Interface pressure values for the three penetrators when they penetrate concrete are shown in Fig. 5. When the steady-state penetration ends, the interface pressure starts reducing because the process is governed mostly by the secondary penetration.
During the secondary penetration process, the interface pressure is almost absent. In the case of the Aluminium penetrator, the penetration process ceases early as erosion of the penetrator is more. However, for the same energy deposited into the target, lateral expansion of plastic strain contours is more for the Aluminium penetrator. 1% of plastic strain is taken as the extent of the plastic zone in this study. The extent of the plastic zone is the work done by the projectile on the target. The plastic zone increases both axially and radially during the penetration process. Penetration velocity for Aluminium penetrator is more than that of Iron and Copper penetrator. As Aluminium erodes faster, the depth of penetration is less. However, the energy deposited in the target expands the plastic zone laterally.

### 4.4 Energy Partitioning

Figure 6 shows the energy partitioning in the process of three different penetrators penetrating the concrete target. Four curves are shown in each subfigure.

As the penetration progresses, the kinetic energy of the penetrator reduces linearly with time. This is because the length of the penetrator reduces linearly during the penetration process. It may be recalled that all the three penetrators have identical kinetic energy at the time of impact and it is converted into internal and kinetic energy of the target. The kinetic energy received by the target is dependent on the penetrator velocity. Hence in the present case, the Aluminium penetrator imparts maximum peak kinetic energy to the target. At around 0.06ms, the Aluminium penetrator completely erodes and a considerable
amount of kinetic energy is still present in the target. The kinetic energy received by the target is quickly converted to internal energy which manifests as the plastic strain in the target. In the case of penetration by the Aluminium rod, the lateral extent of plastic strain is more than the axial extent as the total penetration is lesser than the other two projectiles.

4.5 Energy Partitioning in Case of a Target with Finite Thickness

A case has been studied where the above-considered penetrators were impacted on the finite thickness of the concrete target. Target thickness has been restricted exactly to the length of the penetrator. In the present case, all the penetrators are of an equal length of 100mm. Since the hydrodynamic penetration limit for Aluminium penetrator in concrete target is close to the penetrator length, it completely erodes when the thickness of the target is penetrated. Therefore, the Aluminium penetrator deposits total energy possessed by it to the target. However, Copper and Iron penetrators exit the target before completely getting eroded. Hence, only a fraction of its kinetic energy is deposited in the target. Accordingly, an Aluminium penetrator with the same kinetic energy as that of Iron or Copper penetrators inflicts maximum damage to the concrete target when the target thickness is finite.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A numerical simulation study has been carried out to understand the concrete penetration characteristics of eroding rods of identical dimensions and made of three different materials viz., Iron, Copper, and Aluminium when impacted with the same amount of kinetic energy. Major observations and findings are listed below:

5.1 Interface Pressure

Penetrator-target interface pressure depends on the density of penetrator and square of the impact velocity. Impact velocities are more for the Aluminium penetrator for achieving the identical impact energy as that of Copper and Iron penetrators. Hence the target-penetrator interface pressure is maximum in case of Aluminium penetrator.

5.2 Hydrodynamic Penetration

Copper penetrator shows a nearly hydrodynamic penetration process in concrete for the given velocity. The case of Copper penetrator impacting Concrete target has the lowest hydrodynamic limit out of all the combinations considered. In all the three cases, penetration velocity is a little below the hydrodynamic limit implying the effect of strength in the penetration process. In the case of Aluminium penetrator, penetration velocity is highest owing to the high impact velocity. However, it has maximum deviation from hydrodynamic limit. Hydrodynamic theory can be used to give a reasonably good approximation for the eroding rod penetration in concrete though the steady-state penetration stops before reaching the hydrodynamic limit. Secondary penetration makes it possible to reach the hydrodynamic limit of penetration. Secondary penetration is due to the inertia effect of the target after the penetrator is completely eroded. The penetration velocity drops faster and becomes unsteady in the case of the Iron penetrator. This is because deformation energy per unit volume for Iron is more as compared to Copper and Aluminium. More energy is consumed in deforming the Iron penetrator as compared to the other two materials.

5.3 Lateral Damage

Lateral damage in concrete is more when penetrated by an Aluminium penetrator. Deformation energy per unit volume is less for the Aluminium penetrator hence total energy deposited in the target is more. The penetration borehole with aluminium penetrator is larger in diameter, while a deeper depth of penetration is obtained by the other two penetrators. In the case of finite thickness of concrete target, the Aluminium penetrator inflicts maximum lateral damage as the total kinetic energy of the penetrator is delivered to the target.
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